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Submission to RCFV.  

Title of Submission;  “NEW ERA OF STOLEN GENERATION”.  

 

Conflict and dispute are integral part of human life. When God decided to create Human race, 

Angels said, “They will blood -shed, conflict and fight each other”. God said, “What you don’t know, I 

know, some of the Human will be even superior to angels, But others will follow evil/shaytan and 

end up in Fire of Hell”.  

So, family violence was there, is there, will be there, else What the Family court will do? , How the 

lawyers will make money? If all human become angel, than No need Court, Police, law (multi-billion 

$ industry) etc. Accepting these facts, let us talk about those, whom  God has predicted to be like 

Angels. Except the prophets and recognized pious/spiritual people in the history of Human race, No 

one in the current world can be recognized as Angel. If someone is recognized as Angel in one 

society, he/she may be a killer/hatred person in different society. So Let us talk about the real angels 

of the society.  

Irrespective of race, colour, social status, geographical boundary or any other parameters, KIDS 

WERE/ARE/WILL BE CONSIDERED AS ANGEL. My submission will focus to protect those Angels, from 

being stolen from the Eternal Love and affection of both parents, despite parents may be in conflict.  

It is natural instinct to love the offsprings in both animals and human race. When there is conflict 

between partners, Kids are the silent worst victim of Adult’s conspiracy, manipulation, lying, IVO, 

greedy claws of lawyers and so on.  I would like to emphasise, KIDS MUST BE HIGHEST PRIORITY TO 

PROTECT FROM ALL EVILS OF ADULTS. Currently, even all systems and laws are apparently 

recognise this fact, But practically, Govt or Court does not know what is happening in the real life.  

 

How many kids are away from one parents for month/years after year ( I am kicked out  from my 3 

kids life for 5 +yrs!!!), only because one is angry with others, using legal system (ivo , police etc). 

Why the kids have to suffer?   I propose following strategies:  

1. A man or woman, when apply for IVO, A CONDITION TO BE INCLUDED THAT HE /SHE MUST 

HAVE TO SUBMIT RECOMMENDATION FROM 3 (THREE) ADULT SANE PERSON from THE 

SOCIETY INCLUDING HIS/HER GP /SCHOOL TEACHER/PSYCHOLOGIST OR SIMILAR 

RECOGNIZED PROFESSIONAL. Stating that he/she is in danger of being subject to violence.  

2. Government employed lawyer (not private lawyer), will take over all kids related matter 

automatically and make the proceedings as earliest as possible.  

3. When there is no prior conviction/mental health issue/drug, alcohol issue, both parents 

must have immediate access to kids.  

4. Family violence and kids matter must be separated from each other, so that no party can use 

kids as “Scapegoat” to punish other party. WHICH IS HAPPENING now, IN THIS SOCIETY. 
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Lawyers are making money out of Tear and pain of kids. Dads and mum.  What a society, 

worse than Early settlers in Australia!!! 

 

5. If any sign of “Scapegoating” of kids is suspected , Kids can be taken away from both parents 

and kept with Child protection agency or similar agency with the costs of both parents (like 

child support--- new agency can be established creating new jobs!) 

 

6. When kids are involved in any magistrate /family court, all proceedings must finish within 

certain time (Like 3-6 months) for kids matter. Let other matter (like criminal ,property 

matters be continued for long time, SO THAT BOTH party get tired, court also do some job as 

well lawyers can make money too.  

7. Currently Family violence is considered to be Universally criminalise MEN as whole. Media 

and different agencies need to be aware that How many men commit suicide in Australia 

and how many women are killed in violence? When it is difficult to say, who is more 

responsible, Make it universal that Both is responsible for Family violence, Simple example is 

that “ You can not make clubbing sound in one hand”.  

8. Every kids related case, must be followed up by Authority, very closely for upto certain 

period, one/two/three years .  For example, when a baby born, maternity nurse visit the 

house until 28 days of birth and than monitored by maternity child health nurse  for four 

years.  

9. All IVO’s ,( when kids are involved) must be followed up by independent authority, like govt 

appointed lawyer or so, if It last more than 3-6 months. Whether there is any suspicion of 

Kids been used as Scapegoat or not.  

10. Mental health (Drug and alcohol) assessment must be integral part of court process, from 

day 1,  as standard. 

11. Mandatory Ongoing psychological counselling to be attended by both parties until both 

parties come in conclusion for wellbeing of kids at their own costs. 

 

If we as consentious society, do not act responsibly, in 50 years time, This ‘NEW ERA OF STOLEN 

GENERATION” will be recognized, and we have to make another :SORRY DAY”.   

Finally, I would like to re-iterate that Every single MEN, WOMEN, KIDS are very precious. Just 

blaming each other will not solve the problem rather it will escalate and more men will commit 

suicide, more women will be killed and more kids will be thrown from bridge etc.  

MAY GOD THE ALMIGHY, PROTECT AUSTRALIA AND ALL OF ITS CITIZEN BE GUIDED IN THE RIGHT 

DIRECTIONS. Amin.  

 

DR. MAHABUB ALAM 
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